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Arguably the most influential, imaginative, and provocative designer of his generation, Alexander
McQueen both challenged and expanded fashion conventions to express ideas about race, class,
sexuality, religion, and the environment. Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty examines the full
breadth of the designerâ€™s career, from the start of his fledgling label to the triumphs of his own
world-renowned London house. It features his most iconic and radical designs, revealing how
McQueen adapted and combined the fundamentals of Savile Row tailoring, the specialized
techniques of haute couture, and technological innovation to achieve his distinctive aesthetic. It also
focuses on the highly sophisticated narrative structures underpinning his collections and
extravagant runway presentations, with their echoes of avant-garde installation and performance
art. Â Published to coincide with an exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of Art organized by The
Costume Institute, this stunning book includes a preface by Andrew Bolton; an introduction by
Susannah Frankel; an interview by Tim Blanks with Sarah Burton, creative director of the house of
Alexander McQueen; illuminating quotes from the designer himself; provocative and captivating new
photography by renowned photographer SÃ¸lve SundsbÃ¸; and a lenticular cover by Gary James
McQueen. Â Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty celebrates the astounding creativity and
originality of a designer who relentlessly questioned and confronted the requisites of fashion. Â Â
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Alexander McQueen (17 March 1969 - 11 February 2010) was an icon in the fashion industry. He is

currently the subject of a spectacular exhibition of his works at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
this book serves as a catalogue for that exhibition. From the lenticular cover by Gary James
McQueen ('Lenticular printing is a technology in which a lenticular lens is used to produce images
with an illusion of depth, or the ability to change or move as the image is viewed from different
angles') to the layout or deign of the book itself to the extraordinary photography (by SÃƒÂ¸lve
SundsbÃƒÂ¸) this book is an art piece by itself.McQueen drew notice with his fashions that made
femininity collide with masculinity, gowns and dresses that created a continuing dichotomy between
life and death, lightness and darkness, predator and prey, man and machine. His uses of fabric and
elements not usually considered wearable resulted in very bizarre and at the same time hauntingly
beautiful creations that, placed on mannequins, could be considered sculptures. And that is how the
exhibition and the catalogue are constructed. 'The Romantic Mind' shows soft fashion lines against
a concrete backdrop, 'The Romantic Gothic' recalls a term McQueen used for his designs - 'the
Edgar Allen Poe of fashion', 'Romantic Nationalism' is a display of the Scottish versus the British
mindset transformed into clothing, and the Objects gallery reveals strange objects of many types
that explain how he viewed the world.There is a fine Preface written by Andrew Bolton who curated
the exhibition, an Introduction by Susannah Frankel, an interview by Tim Banks with the now almost
equally famous Sarah Burton (designer of Kate's Middleton's Royal wedding gown).
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